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Preliminary results

Searhing for meteor ELF /VLF signatures

Jean-Louis Rault 1

For more than two enturies, redible reports about various audible sounds appearing simultaneously with

visible meteors have been olleted. Knowing that the sound veloity is muh lower than the light veloity, it

was impossible to explain suh a phenomenon until some theories predited that an eletromagneti wave vetor

ould be the reason for suh simultaneous light and sound observations. Several optial/sound/radio reording

ampaigns have been performed in the last deades but with no onlusive reports. The present study simply

aims to examine the low frequenies eletromagneti ativity during a meteor shower and to searh for any

interesting orrelations with meteors deteted by VHF forward satter means. Preliminary results tend to show

a signi�ant orrelation between ertain meteors and the time-orrelated orresponding ELF/VLF events.

Presented at the International Meteor Conferene 2009, Pore£, Croatia, 2009 September 24�27

Reeived 2009 September 23

1 Introdution

Audible sounds heard at the same time as �reballs are

in view have been reported for many years by hundreds

of redible witnesses. As the speed of sound in our

atmosphere is around 340 meters per seond and �re-

balls generally appear at altitudes of tens of kilome-

ters, the sounds assoiated to the �reballs should be

delayed by several hundreds of seonds. To explain

these anomalous sounds appearing simultaneously with

meteors, Keay (1980) proposed that some ELF/VLF

(extremely low frequeny/very low frequeny) eletro-

magneti energy is radiated by the deaying meteor and

then transdued into audible sounds at the observer lo-

ation. This ELF/VLF high speed vetor is supposed

to explain the observed simultaneity of sound and me-

teor light. A Global Eletrophoni Fireball Survey per-

formed by Vinkovi¢ et al. (2002) suggests that the ele-

trophoni meteors, as Keay named them, produe a

very wide family of hissing, swishing, rustling, buzzing,

whooshing or rakling sounds. Keay's theory states

that trapping and twisting the earth magneti �eld lines

in the turbulent wake of the largest meteors and then re-

leasing them suddenly ould be the reason for produing

high power ELF/VLF radiation in the 100 Hz to 10 kHz

range. Beeh and Foshini (1999) explained that Keay's

theory was only able to explain the long duration noises

suh as hisses and other high-pithed whistles, but not

the pops, tiks and other laps whih were often re-

ported. They developed their own �spae harge model�

theory whih states that some sharp shok waves o-

urring in the meteor trail plasma ould indue some

sudden eletrial �eld transients. Depending on the

authors, the magnitudes of the eletrophoni �reballs

vary from magnitude −10 (Beeh et al., 1995) to −6.6

(Beeh & Foshini, 1999). Prie and Blum (2000) state

that many weaker meteors an also radiate detetable

ELF/VLF eletromagneti energy (Drobnok, 2001 and

2002). In fat, due to the extreme rareness of the phe-
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nomenon, instrumentally reorded eletrophoni meteor

data are very sare. Keay (1994) for example presents

an observation by Watanabe et al. (1988) about one

single oinidene between a partiular ELF radio spike

and a photographed �reball. Beeh et al. (1995), thanks

to a VLF reeiver assoiated to a photometer, observed

during their Perseids 1993 ampaign a single VLF event

oupled with a magnitude −10 �reball. During the

1999 Leonid return, Prie and Blum (2000) deteted

an important inrease of the number of VLF spikes in

the 300 Hz frequeny range, but did not orrelate the

observed radio spikes to any partiular disrete mete-

ors. Garaj et al. (1999) deteted during a 5.5 hours

reord session in Mongolia some oinident meteor light

�ashes and VLF radio emissions, but no orrelated au-

dible sounds. During the 2001 Leonids, Trautner et al.

(2002) deteted an enhaned ativity in the ULF/ELF

eletri �eld, but again no partiular meteors were asso-

iated with any of the reorded ELF-ULF events. More

reently, Guha et al. (2009) argued they deteted some

long VLF meteor signatures in the 6 kHz range during

the Geminids 2007 meteor shower, but they did not or-

relate them with any disrete observed meteors. Due to

the lak of onvining detetions of eletrophoni me-

teor VLF radiations, the Keay magneti �eld theory

and the Beeh et al. eletrial �eld transients theory still

have to be on�rmed by more experimental data asso-

iating light, sound and/or ELF/VLF radio wave sen-

sors. The purpose of the present experiment, �Searhing

for meteor ELF/VLF signatures� is simply to verify, by

means of statistial analysis of oinidenes between ra-

dio and meteor events and by spetral analysis of the

andidate VLF radio events, that some meteors enter-

ing the Earth atmosphere are radiating some detetable

ELF/VLF eletromagneti energy.

2 Experiment

2.1 Experiment priniple

The aim of this study is to reord in parallel as many

ELF/VLF events and meteor detetions as possible, to

ompare any inident radio signals (in the 20 Hz�20
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kHz range) with any ourrene of meteors in the ra-

dio �eld of view of the observer, and to determine sta-

tistially if the radio events are signi�antly orrelated

with the inoming meteors. A signature analysis of eah

radio event related to a partiular meteor is also per-

formed in the frequeny and in the time domain, as an

attempt to perform a kind of taxonomy study of the

meteor radio signatures, if any. To detet as many me-

teors as possible, the radio forward satter method was

seleted (Rault, 2007), rather than the optial obser-

vation method. Compared to the visual/video meteor

observation method, the forward satter radio method

is o�ering more opportunities to detet faint and bright

meteors (up to several hundreds of radio ehoes from

sporadi meteors per hour), and is not subjet to dis-

turbanes from the Sun and Moon light or from any

masking louds or fog. A radio meteor detetion system

is able to work 24 hours a day, exept for the few periods

when an anomalous radio propagation phenomenon o-

urs, suh as Es (apparition of a sporadi E layer ionized

loud) or in ase of tropospheri propagation. The idea

behind this is that by multiplying the number of meteor

detetions, the hanes should be higher to identify in-

teresting temporal orrelations between the meteor ar-

rivals and the ELF/VLF events. It has to be noted that

the data redution of suh reords is quite hallenging,

beause the ELF/VLF spetrum is rowded with natu-

ral and man-made signals. Eah oinidene between a

radio and a meteor event has therefore to be proessed

manually. Many tehnial details are given in this publi-

ation, the goal being to enourage others to investigate

in this domain.

3 Observational set-up

As is shown in Figure 1, the observational set-up is

mainly made of:

� a VHF reeption hain dediated to the forward

satter detetion of meteor pings,

� an ELF/VLF sensor,

� a stereo digital reorder.

Figure 1 � Instrument on�guration.

The equipment is designed to be portable, self pow-

ered and as light as possible. The reason is that it has to

be run in remote areas only, i.e. as far as possible from

any power lines, ities, or railways whih always radiate

a lot of hum and various anthropi noises. The data

runhing set-up onsists of a laptop omputer �tted

with a spetral analysis software whose purpose is to

proess and to display simultaneously the data oming

from the stereo hannels.

Most of the laptop omputers are poor �eld audio

reorders beause most of them radiate a lot of various

radio noises in the VLF to VHF domain. Furthermore,

their embedded audio sound hipset does not generally

�t the dynami and frequeny range required for the

ELF/VLF reords. This is the reason why a good qual-

ity digital reorder has to be preferred.

The data reorded in the �eld are stored on Com-

pat Flash memories whose ontents an be easily trans-

ferred to any omputer for further analysis. As is shown

in Figure 2, the portable equipment is proteted by a

watertight ontainer and powered by a 12 V ar battery.

This portable reording system design is presently sub-

jet to variations and permanent improvements. The

urrent on�guration (2009 June) onsists of:

� a VHF antenna (50 MHz dipole or 4 elements Yagi

143 MHz beam, depending on the forward satter

transmitter to be used),

� an AOR AR5000A general overage reeiver (10

kHz to 3 GHz, all modes) dediated to meteor

ping reeption, but also oasionally used to re-

eive some time stamps from several VLF or short

wave time signal transmitters,

� an ELF/VLF ylindrial antenna,

� a home-brew ELF/VLF reeiver,

� an M-Audio Mirotrak II digital reorder �tted

with a exhangeable 8 Gb Compat Flash memory

ard,

� a 12 V/ 54 Ah ar battery giving a reording au-

tonomy of more than 48 hours,

Figure 2 � Atual �eld installation.
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� a 12 V/5 V DC/DC onverter used to enhane

the autonomy of the internal battery of the digital

reorder,

� several anillaries suh as a 12 V LED light, a set

of headphones, a bath of various ables, a laptop

omputer to ontrol the reords in the �eld and

a �survival toolkit� inluding various tools, spare

parts and a 12 V DC soldering iron.

The general overage AOR reeiver and the Miro-

trak II digital reorder are ommerial equipment, so

all the tehnial details an be found in the manufa-

turer spei�ations available on the Internet. More de-

tails about the ELF/VLF antenna and its assoiated

reeiver are given below, beause they where speially

developed for the present experiment. The spei�ation

requirements for the ELF/VLF reeption hain were as

follows:

� ut-o� frequeny as low as possible,

� high dynami range,

� low distortion,

� light weight,

� low ost,

� low power onsumption.

The frequeny response of the Mirotrak II reorder

(20 Hz to 20 kHz ± 0.3 dB) and its dynami range

(101 dB) at 48 kHz sample rate were used as metris

for the development of the assoiated ELF/VLF an-

tenna and reeiver. The ELF/VLF part of the radio

spetrum orresponds to very long wavelengths, rang-

ing from 15 kilometers to more than 15 000 kilometers.

It means that the antenna dimensions look neessarily

very small ompared to the wavelengths to be observed.

Two types of aerials an be used in suh onditions, the

magneti loops and the eletrially short whips, whih

are respetively sensitive to the magneti and to the

eletrial omponent of the inident RF eletromagneti

�eld. An ELF/VLF magneti loop is heavy, bulky and

di�ult enough to build (many turns of opper have

to be wound on a very large and strong frame), so the

eletrially short whip priniple was seleted for this

experiment. It has to be noted that suh an �eletrial

�eld� reeiver is sensitive to the eletrial omponent of

any inident eletromagneti wave, but also to any ele-

trostati �eld variations. Suh a short whip presents a

very high apaitive reatane in series with a very low

radiation resistane.

The apaitane of suh an aerial is:

C =
24.2l

log
(

2l

0.001d

)

− 0.77353
(1)

with C expressed in piofarads, l (the length of the

aerial) in meters and d (the diameter of the aerial) in

millimeters. The radiation resistane an be negleted,

as it is presenting a very low value whih is in the 10−7Ω

Figure 3 � Front end diagram of the ELF/VLF reeiver.

range. The antenna built for this experiment is a one

meter long metalli ylinder with a diameter of 50 mm,

whih gives a apaitane of about 29 pF. It onsists

of a retangular piee of wire mesh wrapped around a

plasti foam ylinder. Suh vibrations dampening de-

vie was preferred to the usual thin and rigid whip aerial

for two main reasons:

� it is less sensitive to the mehanial vibrations

provoked by the strong winds whih an be faed

in the �eld,

� the apaitane of suh a large diameter antenna

is higher than the one of a thin whip, improving

therefore the low ut-o� frequeny of the reeption

hain.

Suh a low series apaitane antenna implies the

use of a very high input impedane ampli�er. A FET/

BJT (Field E�et Transistor/Bipolar Juntion Transis-

tor) asade front end design was seleted, beause of

Figure 4 � Simulated bandwidth of the entire ELF/VLF re-
eption hain (aerial, front end and swithable Butterworth
�lters).
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Figure 5 � Diagram of the entire ELF/VLF reeiver.

its intrinsi qualities, suh as high input impedane, low

noise, low distortion, and high dynami range. The de-

tailed diagram of the front end stage of the reeiver is

shown in Figure 3.

The 2SK170 FET and BC550C BJT transistors were

seleted owing to their good performanes in the noise,

dynami range, and distortion domains. The gate of

the FET transistor is grounded thanks to a 100 MΩ

resistane made of ten 10 MΩ low noise metalli �lm

resistors wired in series. This very high value resistane

is mandatory to keep the low ut-o� frequeny perfor-

mane of the whole reeption hain as low as possible.

The neon bulb is an attempt to protet the front-

end against any high eletrostati disharges, but its

e�etiveness is not 100% erti�ed. The 470 kΩ R14 re-

sistor, whih is not mandatory, is used to protet the

reeiver against any high level RF �elds whih ould be

reeived from nearby or powerful broadast transmit-

ters, if any. R14 an be removed if the reeiver is to be

used in radioeletrially quiet plaes.

The front end stage is followed by two seletable low

pass �lters. Eah of them onsists of a lassial 4th or-

der Butterworth �lter presenting a theoretial roll-o�

rate of 80 dB per deade (see Figure 4). The �rst �lter

is a 4 kHz low pass �lter, the seond one is a 10 kHz

�lter. The frequeny band-pass of the reeiver is shown

by ontinuous lines in Figure 4 (output amplitude in

deibels versus frequeny), depending on whih �lter

� or no �lter � is seleted. The three dotted lines

represent the orresponding phase shifts (in degrees).

To obtain good �ltering performanes, it is important

to respet as muh as possible the values of the R and C

omponents onstituting the Butterworth �lters. This

an be ahieved by using series or parallel ombinations

of resistors hosen in the 1% tolerane family. Figure 5

shows the diagram of the omplete ELF/VLF reeiver

whih is powered by two 9 V rehargeable batteries

wired in series. Its onsumption with a 18 V power

supply is about 10 mA. Shielded ables must be used

to onnet the ELF/VLF and VHF reeivers outputs to

the digital reorder stereo inputs. The ELF/VLF an-

tenna has to be kept away from the eletroni devies.

A low apaitane oaxial able, whose length has to be

as short as possible, must to be used to onnet it to

the reeiver input. The type of able used for ar radio

antennas is preferred for the present experiment. Its lin-

ear apaitane is about 37 pF/m, instead of 100 pF/m

whih is a typial value observed on most of the usual

50 Ω oaxial ables. The system must be grounded with

the help of a ground rod driven in a moistened soil. It

is reommended to install the digital reorder in a little

tight metal box, beause its front panel display is likely

to radiate some unexpeted noises.

3.1 Observation loation

Choosing the right observation plae is a deliate task.

Finding a good loation for the reeption of the VHF

forward satter meteor pings is not di�ult. The on-

straint is only to install the VHF aerial in a lear area

whih is free of any nearby obstale masking the sky

and the horizon.

On the other hand, the quality of the ELF/VLF

data is subjet to two main onditions:

� avoiding the presene of any objets (tree, bush,

ar, building, pole, et.) or people in the viinity

of the antenna, beause they all deeply attenuate

the inoming signals,

� loating the system as far as possible (i.e. some

kilometers if possible) from any power lines or

buildings whih always radiate a huge amount of

hum, main harmonis, and various spikes.
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Figure 6 � Example of a meteor head eho displayed in the
frequeny domain.

Figure 7 � Example of the same meteor head eho in the
time domain.

The seond ondition is more and more di�ult now-

adays to meet in Europe. Eah andidate loation has

to be arefully heked before installing and running the

entire system. Using a light portable station onsisting

only of a 50 m vertial whip, the ELF/VLF reeiver

and the digital reorder �tted with a pair of headphones

allow to hek quikly if there are no bad surprises in

the seleted �eld, suh as a buried 220 V AC line, or

some noisy sheep eletri fenes (as it happens often,

even in �desert� regions of Frane suh as the Aubra

or Larza tablelands).

3.2 Tentative taxonomy of the event

signatures

3.2.1 Event representation

The analysis of the signatures of the VHF meteor pings,

of the ELF/VLF signals, and of their potential oini-

dene is performed by looking at the event signatures in

the frequeny and in the time domain, and by listening

to them thanks to a stereo headset. For this purpose, a

free Digital Audio Editor suh as Audaity1, or a more

powerful but more omplex Signal Analysis Toolkit suh

as Spetrum Lab2 are perfetly suitable.

1http://audaity.soureforge.net
2http://freenet-homepage.de/dl4yhf/spetra1.html

Figure 8 � Example of a Tt (meteor turbulent trail) eho.

Figure 9 � Example of a HTt (head and turbulent trail)
meteor eho represented in the frequeny domain.

3.2.2 Meteor eho signatures

The VHF pings are radio ehoes oming from a distant

transmitter illuminating the meteors (or more preisely,

illuminating the ionized trails and/or the plasma sur-

rounding the meteoroids themselves). The atual eho

radio frequeny (around 50 or 143 MHz) is translated

by the VHF reeiver into audio frequenies (20 Hz to

20 kHz) whih an be easily pereived by the human ear

and proessed thanks to a ommon PC sound ard. A

frequeny analysis of the inoming meteor ehoes is the

most suitable tool to study the meteor pings, beause it

gives details on the speed of the meteor and/or its trail.

For this study, the di�erent types of meteor ehoes have

been lassi�ed as follows:

� the H type (H for head eho, see Figures 6 and 7)

� the T type (T for trail eho) inluding the two

sublasses Tt and Ts, standing for turbulent trail

eho (see Figure 8) and smooth trail eho.

In the two head eho examples above, the signal

frequeny of the eho dereases versus time, and this is

due to the Doppler e�et produed by the fast moving

target (the plasma surrounding the meteoroid itself).

Figure 8 represents a trail eho whih is frequeny

spread beause of a heavy turbulene a�eting the ion-

ized trail. The overall shape of the eho looks like an

inverted U, and this is due to the fat that the trail is

moving at a speed of a few tens of meters per seond,

thanks to the high altitude winds.

A meteor head eho followed by its ionized trail eho

is shown in Figure 9.

3.2.3 ELF/VLF event signatures

The 5 Hz to 24 kHz eletromagneti spetrum whih

we are looking at for this study is rowded with a lot of

various anthropi and natural noises. Some examples

of natural noises reorded during this study are shown
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Figure 10 � Example of diurnal slow-tailed sferi (time do-
main).

Figure 11 � Example of whistler (frequeny domain).

Figure 12 � Burst of return strokes during a thunderbolt
(time domain).

in Figures 10 to 12. These most ommon natural noises

at the 40 to 50◦ North latitude loations are aused by

several geophysial phenomena suh as:

� sferis (distant lightning spikes propagating in the

ionosphere-Earth waveguide during the daylight)

� tweeks (night sferis)

� whistlers (sferis propagated from the opposite

hemisphere along the Earth magneti �eld lines

The shape of the slow tail sferi (see Figure 11) is

due to a propagation phenomenon of the VLF broad-

band spike within the Earth surfae/ionosphere waveg-

uide. The upper frequenies in suh a waveguide travel

aording to a TM (transverse magneti mode), and the

lower frequenies (at the right of the �gure) travel at a

lower group speed aording to a QTEM (quasi trans-

verse eletri magneti) propagation mode. The TM

mode presents a low frequeny uto� and the waves

propagate with a higher veloity than with the TEM

mode (Cummer, 1997; Delourt, 2003). The various

group veloities of the omponents of distant lightning

spikes traveling in the magnetospheri plasma along the

Earth magneti �eld lines explain again the shape of

Figure 13 � Perseids 2009 observation loations.

a whistler. In Figure 12, the highest frequenies are

reahing the observer before the lowest ones. The de-

tails above about all these kind of ELF/VLF events are

given just to show that many natural event signatures

are well known and quite easy to identify.

4 Results

A 143 MHz transmitter was preferred for this ampaign

instead of a 50 MHz one. The main reason for this

hoie is that the power of the meteor ehoes dereases

with the third power of the frequeny, and their du-

ration as the square, allowing thus to only detet the

larger meteors. Furthermore, using a higher frequeny

salpel provides more detailed ehoes, and muh better

head ehoes than on lower frequenies.

More than 20 hours of VLF and VHF radio observa-

tions, i.e. about 20 GB of data have been reorded dur-

ing the pre-Perseids 2009 (August 6 in Brittany) and

the Perseids 2009 (August 11 and 12 in Corréze). Ten

hours and ten minutes of data reords have been are-

fully analyzed, mainly during the �rst and seond burst

(i.e. around 8 AM and 6 PM UTC) of the Perseids but

not during the third burst at 6 AM UTC on August 13,

whih was not reorded). During these 610 minutes,

500 meteors have been deteted thanks to the Frenh

Graves military radar operating on 143 MHz (see Figure

13).

For these 500 meteors, 174 oinidenes were ob-

served with ELF/VLF events, whih gives 35% of andi-

date meteors radiating some very low frequeny eletro-

magneti energy when entering the Earth's atmosphere.

Great are has been taken for deiding if an ELF/VLF

event was related to a meteor or not:

� the time between a VHF meteor detetion and a

possibly related ELF/VLF event had to be less

than 500 ms,

� The signature of the assoiated ELF/VLF event

had to be of unusual amplitude or shape om-

pared to the well known ommon natural noise

signatures. The details about the di�erent sorts

of meteor and ELF/VLF events are shown in Ta-

bles 1 and 2.

In Table 1, the meteor eho signatures are identi�ed

as follows: \ : head eho; \__ : head eho followed by
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Table 1 � Meteor ehoes sorted by type.

File \ \__ =\_ --- - ==== Mis. Total

40 6 15 0 13 2 2 38
42 4 14 0 9 7 3 37

68b 8 12 0 10 3 5 38
69b 131 37 0 21 5 28 222
78 34 4 2 26 1 33 100
79 4 1 1 2 2 5 15
80 5 3 7 1 2 5 23
81 10 2 2 2 5 6 27

Total 202 88 12 84 27 87 500

a trail eho; =\_ : head eho with a turbulent trail at

the beginning, followed by a smooth trail eho; ---- :

smooth trail eho; ==== : turbulent trail eho.

In Table 2, the ELF/VLF event signatures are las-

si�ed as follows:

ELF: extremely low frequeny signal,

VLF: very low frequeny signal,

Spikes: train of VLF spikes,

Tweek: night time sferis.

Some examples of remarkable oinidenes are shown in

Figures 14 to 19.

Figure 14 � VLF spikes during a meteor head eho (fre-
queny domain).

Figure 15 � Same VLF spikes but seen in the time domain.

Table 2 � ELF/VLF events sorted by type.

File ELF VLF Spikes Tweek Mis. Total

40 7 1 12 1 1 22
42 7 3 11 0 3 24

68b 2 0 11 2 7 22
69b 9 5 24 0 11 49
78 5 2 4 0 13 24
79 1 0 6 0 2 9
80 1 0 6 0 4 11
81 2 0 8 0 3 13

Total 34 11 82 3 44 174

All these examples were seleted beause they looked

representative of interesting ELF/VLF meteor andi-

dates, their low frequeny radio signatures being di�er-

ent from the ommon natural noises. It is to be noted

that almost all of the deteted ELF/VLF meteor events

ourred during the deaying phase of the meteoroids,

and not during the trail eho phase. This is tending to

prove that the radio frequeny radiations, if any, our

mainly during the ablation phase of the meteors and

are not generated by any persistent trail plasma phe-

nomenon. No long duration ELF/VLF event signals at

all were deteted during this study. All of them belong

to the short duration/spike ategory, unlike some reent

observations (Guha et al., 2009) laiming long duration

signals in the 6 kHz band. Figure 14 shows a typi-

al low frequeny burst aompanying the head eho

of a meteor. Figure 17 is an example of an unusually

large long-tailed spike (thirty four similar ELF spikes

were identi�ed during this study). Figure 19 shows a

burst onsisting of some unommon saw tooth spikes

with a period of around 4 ms. Figure 20 is an exam-

ple of a VHF re�etion on a loud-loud thunderbolt

ionized olumn, whih has nothing to do with a real

meteor eho (Rault, 2005). Some thunder ativity was

loalized in northern Spain (see Figure 21) at the time

Figure 16 � ELF tweek assoiated to a VHF meteor ping.

Figure 17 � Time domain representation of a very large ELF
spike assoiated with a meteor ping.
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Figure 18 � Burst VLF spikes assoiated with the beginning
of a turbulent meteor trail.

Figure 19 � Time domain representation of the above VLF
burst.

several similar events were reorded. Suh a thunder-

bolt event shows that the greatest are has to be taken

when performing suh an event analysis. A good knowl-

edge about the VHF eho signatures and the ELF/VLF

event shapes is mandatory for orretly identifying the

potential andidate samples.

5 Disussion

Looking for orrelations between meteors and ELF/VLF

events is a very demanding and a very time onsuming

task. The detetion of the interesting events annot be

automated, beause the ELF/VLF event signatures are

not known in advane. At the beginning of this work,

a statistial approah was envisaged. Determining the

statistial rate of fortuitous oinidenes between the

meteors and any of the low frequeny events and then

omparing it to the observed rate was thought to be

a good indiation of any meteor radiated radio energy.

One �le ontaining 100 meteor pings, 24 oinidenes at

less than 500 ms and 2880 ELF/VLF radio events was

therefore used to ompute the statistial hanes for

fortuitous oinidenes to appear. With the olleted

data, the hane for one VLF event to fortuitously ap-

pear at less than 500 ms from a meteor ping was around

42% for a one hour reord. Compared to the 24% of

observed orrelations, this is learly not a onvining

indiation of any meteor radio radiation. This is due

to the fat that all the ELF/VLF events were taken

into aount, and the huge number of events was pol-

luting the �nal result. So another approah was �nally

used for this work, whih onsists in seleting only the

Figure 20 � Upper trae: VHF re�etion on a lightning.
Lower trae: assoiated VLF return strokes.

Figure 21 � Thunder ativity (see ××× rosses in the north-
ern Spain area) at 18:45 UTC of 2009 August 12.

ELF/VLF events whose signatures are learly di�erent

from the usual ones. These andidate meteor ELF/VLF

signatures are listed in Table 2. 174 ELF/VLF events

for 500 VHF meteor ehoes (i.e. about 35%) is a very

enouraging result.

6 Conlusions

The theories stating that some meteors an radiate low

frequeny eletromagneti energy seem to be supported

by the present pratial study whih is based on hun-

dreds of atual disrete observations of meteors and

ELF/VLF events. It is to be noted that the 35% of the

observed andidate orrelations seem to happen most

of the time during the beginning of the meteor radio

re�etions. However, more data are still needed to on-

�rm suh a onlusion. The next meteor showers (suh

as the promising Leonids 2009) should be the next op-

portunities to ollet more interesting orrelations.
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